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Abstract 
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classification technique is one of the most elementary and straightforward classification methods. 
Although distance learning is in the core of k-NN classification, similarity can be preferred upon distance in several practical 
applications. This paper proposes a novel algorithm for learning a class of an instance based on a similarity measure which does
not calculate distance, for k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classification. 
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1. Introduction 
Classification techniques is a domain of much enthusiasm toward established researchers, due to their wide range 
of applications, viz; handwriting recognition, biometric identification, computer-aided diagnosis and many more. 
Among so many classification techniques, the conventional k-nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classification technique is 
one of the simplest and oldest. In this technique, k nearest neighbors to the queried instance are found and then the 
class of the queried instance is determined by a majority rule i.e. the class which is most present in the set of nearest 
neighbor1. Till now the k-NN technique is studied and used by many researchers from many communities in their 
research works. The accuracy of k-NN classifiers is significantly dependent on the metric used to calculate the 
distances / similarities between the queried instance and the instances with labelled class in the dataset2. Most of the 
work on learning for k-NN classification is based on distance metrics2,3,4,5. However, in several practical situations 
e.g. text classification, similarities (e.g. cosine similarity) could be favoured over distances (e.g. Euclidean distance). 
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Furthermore, several research works have shown that the use of similarity measure can be preferred over the 
distance measure in non textual datasets (like Balance, Wine and Iris) also6. The selection of similarity/distance 
measure depends upon the measurement type or representation of objects to be classified. Till recent, before the 
introduction of the concept of mass, most of the similarity measures directly or indirectly are depended on distance 
measures. Currently introduced mass based similarity measure, named as Massim, is an alternative to distance-based 
similarity measure and has shown very good results in information retrieval7. It is focused around the cardinality of 
the smallest neighborhood area covering the two instances for which it is measured. This paper proposes to use this 
mass based similarity measure, Massim, in k-NN classification technique as metric learning.  
The paper is organized into 4 sections. Section 1 is the introduction and gives an overview of classification 
techniques. Section 2 discusses the related works on k-Nearest Neighbor and mass based similarity measure, 
‘Massim’. This section also explains the working principle of Massim.  Section 3 introduces ARSkNN classifier 
which uses Massim as its core similarity learning among two instances. The paper concludes in section 4 and also 
lists future work to be carried out. 
2. Related Works 
This section discusses about the k-NN classifiers, similarity measures and then about Massim which is newly 
developed mass based similarity measure. Working principle of Massim is also discussed in this section. 
2.1.  k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) Classification 
The conventional k-nearest neighbor1 is extended from Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier and used the k-NN rule 
proposed by Fix and Hodges in 1951. It is non parametric and lazy learning classification technique. It is also known 
by different names like memory based classification, instance based classification, case based classification and 
many more. There are three key elements in k-NN classifier: 
x A set of labeled instances (e.g., a set of stored records) 
x A distance or similarity metric to compute distance between instances. 
x The value of k, the number of nearest neighbors. 
A number of metrics have been proposed to improve the k-NN classifiers such as Euclidian distance, adaptive 
distance8, Mahalanobis distance metric2 and local metric9 and the conventional k-NN classifier also has seen so 
many extensions and improvements till now. For example, nearest feature line (NFL) classifier10, nearest feature 
plane (NFP) and nearest feature space (NFS) classifiers11, center-based nearest neighbor classifier (CBNNC)12,
Nearest neighbor line classifier (NNLC)13, meaningful nearest neighbor (MNN)14, distance lower bound based 
nearest neighbor5, MaxNearestDist based nearest neighbor15, and probably correct k-nearest neighbor (PCKN)16
have also been proposed. All these are either direct or indirect classifiers based on dissimilarity (distance) or 
similarity metrics. 
Till now none of the k-NN classifier is based on mass based similarity metrics and this paper proposes a novel 
algorithm for the same. 
2.2. Similarity Measure 
Similarity is a concept which is not only used in data mining but also in psychology and ecology. A similarity 
measure is a real-valued function that quantifies similarity between two instances (objects). The value is higher 
when instances are more similar. Similarity measures are also known as similarity coefficients. Various similarity 
and distance measures have been proposed in different fields over a hundred years, after Jaccard proposed a 
similarity measure to classify biological species in 1901. A survey of 76 binary similarity and distance measures 
along with their correlations through hierarchical clustering technique is done by Seung-Seok Choi et. al17.
Literature shows that 18 and 19 have done a comprehensive work on similarity measures. All the existing distance 
based similarity measures are binary function and they fulfill all four distance axioms (reflexivity, non-negativity, 
symmetry, triangle inequality). However, some researchers challenged the triangle inequality axiom by developing 
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non metric similarity measures20.  The main drawback with distance based similarity measures is that they are 
computationally costly in huge datasets because of their high time complexities. 
2.3. Massim - A Mass Based Similarity Measure 
Massim is very much fundamentally different from all the similarity measures because it is based on mass21,
which is cardinality of the region, rather than distance. The concept of mass and mass estimation is introduced by 
Kai Ming Ting et. al.22 in 2010. It is used as an alternative of density estimation to solve various data mining 
problems. Mass itself is a unary function but Massim based on mass is a binary function to measure similarity 
between two instances. Table 1 show the comparison between mass based and distance based similarity measures. 
Unlike distance-based similarity measure, Massim not satisfy all four distance axioms, as given in Table 2. It 
principally based on data distribution in local region and does not calculate distance, which is core calculation of 
distance based similarity measures. Massim gives us guarantee that two similar instances must be in same local 
neighborhood. 
Table 1. Mass-based Similarity Measure versus Distance-based Similarity Measure7
Mass-based similarity measure Distance-based similarity measure 
Computation Mass(x, y) is primarily based on data distribution in the 
local region of the feature space. 
dist(x, y) is solely based on the positions of x and y in the 
feature space. 
Definition Mass base function M(x, y) measures the cardinality of 
the smallest local region covering both x and y. 
dist(x, y) measures the length of the shortest path from x to 
y. 
Inequality similarity(x, y) > similarity(x, z)  { Mass(x, y) < 
Mass(x, z)  
similarity(x, y) > similarity(x, z) { dist(x, y) < dist(x, z) 
Metric The measure does not satisfy some distance axiom. All distance axioms usually hold. 
Table 2. Axioms used for Mass-based Similarity and Distance-based Similarity7
2.4. Working principle of Massim 
There are two versions of Massim: One dimensional and Multi-dimensional. For one dimensional, the idea is to 
generate a model E, which partitions the feature space into the smallest convex local region R(x, y | E), which covers 
x, yԹ, as a result of binary splits, which divides the real line defined by D={x1, < x2, < x3, …, <xn} into two non-
overlapping local regions r1 (where x d୧) and r2 (where x t୧); and r3, which covers entire real line. Now Massim 
Mass(x, y) is defined as follows:  
Mass(x, y) = ሺσ ܯ௜ሺݔǡ ݕሻ௘݌ሺݏ௜ሻ௡ିଵ௜ୀଵ ሻ
భ
೐                      (1) 
where, e is mean either harmonic or arithmetic, ሺ୧ሻ is the probability of selection of the binary split ሺ୧ሻ and 
Mass-based Similarity Distance-based Similarity 
Axiom 1 Mass(x, y) t 1 dist(x, y) t 0 (non-negativity) 
Axiom 2 i. x, y  Mass(x, x) d Mass(x, y) 
ii. x z y  Mass(x, x) z  Mass(y, y) 
dist(x, y) = 0  x = y (identity of indiscernibles) 
Axiom 3 Mass(x, y) = Mass(y, x) dist(x, y) = dist(y, x) (symmetry) 
Axiom 4 Mass(x, z) < Mass(x, y) + Mass(y, z) dist(x, z) d dist(x, y) + dist(y, z) (triangle inequality) 
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ܯ௜ሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ ቐ
݅݂݅ܴሺݔǡ ݕȁܧሻ ൌ  ଵ
݊ െ ͳ݂݅ܴሺݔǡ ݕȁܧሻ ൌ  ଶ
݊݂݅ܴሺݔǡ ݕȁܧሻ ൌ  ଷ
Another smoother one dimensional Massim, which is known as Level-h Massim, is calculated recursively as 
follows: 
୦ሺǡ ሻ ൌ ሺσ ୧୦ିଵሺǡ ሻୣሺ୧ሻ୬ିଵ୧ୀଵ ሻ
భ
౛                        (2) 
with the condition, 
୦ሺǡ ሻ ൌ ቊ
σ ୧ሺሻሺ୧ሻǡ ൌ ͳ୬ିଵ୧ୀଵ
σ ୧୦ିଵሺሻሺ୧ሻǡ ൐ ͳ୬ିଵ୧ୀଵ
where,  
୧ሺሻ ൌ  ൜
 ൑  ୧
 െ ͳ ൒  ୧
Level-h Massim considers the way of data distribution more effectively and is used for multi-modal data 
distribution7.
In multi-dimensional Massim, the similarity of two instances (x,y) is calculated by normal averaging the mass of 
all smallest local regions which wrap both instances (x,y) and these random local regions those assure the concept of 
mass inequality, are generated using half-space splits, as proposed by Kai Min Ting et al.21. In a multi-dimensional 
feature space, every half-space split is performed on a randomly chosen attribute. For an h-level split, a tree 
structure is formed in which each path has h half-space splits, and the tree has a total of 2h non-overlapping local 
regions7.
The multi-dimensional mass similarity is calculated as follows: 
ܯܽݏݏ௛ሺܠǡ ܡሻ|ሺଵ
௧
σ ै௛ǡ௜ሺܠǡ ܡሻ௘௧௜ୀଵ ሻ
భ
೐                (3) 
where, t > 1 is the number of random chosen regions to be used to describe the mass similarity of x and y; 
ै୦ǡ୧ሺǡ ሻ is the mass in ሺǡ ȁ୧ሺሻሻ, which is the smallest region of various mutli-dimensional models ୧ሺሻ
covering both x and y. For the implementation part of mass-based similarity estimation please do refer to7.
3. ARSkNN - Mass based k-Nearest Neighbor 
In this section, we propose a novel k-nearest neighbor classifier which uses mass-based similarity measure rather 
than distance-based similarity measures. 
ARSkNN has got two stages: 1. Modeling Stage and 2. Class Assignment Stage. In modeling (preprocessing) 
stage, a Similarity Forest (sForest) with t number of Similarity Trees (sTrees), is built from D dataset which has 
ሼሺଵǡ ଵሻǡ ሺଶǡ ଶሻǡ ǥ ǡ ሺ୬ǡ ୬ሻሽ without consideration of ୧  as described in7. After this in class assignment stage, 
ARSkNN is used to find the k-nearest neighbors (instances) in D with respect to a query instance. 
For a query instance y, ୦ሺǡ ሻ is calculated for all instances x in dataset D. The nearest neighbor of y is 
found as follows:׊୧ǡ ୨ א , if ୦ሺ୧ǡ ሻ ൏ ୦ሺ୨ǡ ሻ then ሺ୧ǡ ሻ ൐ ݏ݈݅݉݅ܽݎ݅ݐݕሺ୨ǡ ሻ. It means 
the instance having less mass with respect to query instance is more similar to the query instance. Now find the k 
nearest neighbor of the y and then decide the class of y in voted manner. For the algorithm ሺ୧ǡ ǡ 	ǡ ሻ and 
similarity forest (F), we would like to refer the reader to7.
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Algorithm 1: ARSkNN (y, D, k) 
Input:y – Query instance, D – Dataset which has 
ሼሺଵǡ ଵሻǡ ሺଶǡ ଶሻǡ ǥ ǡ ሺ୬ǡ ୬ሻሽ , k -  number of nearest 
neighbor, 
Output:୷ – Class of query instance y 
1: Let  ՚ ሼሽ
2: for ൌ ͳ ՜  do 
3:        ՚ ሺ୧ǡ ǡ 	ǡ ሻ
4:       A՚  ׫ሼ୧ǡ ୧ǡ ሽ
5: end for 
6: Sort in ascending order, the pairs in  using third 
components 
7:  ୷ ՚ the most frequent class in [Select the first k 
instances from ]
9: return୷
The time complexity of ARSkNN in modeling stage is O(ntlog(d)) and in class assignment stage is O(kn) where, 
n= number of total instances in dataset; d= number of randomly selected instances from dataset; t= number of 
random regions to be used to define mass similarity; k= number of nearest neighbor. 
In modeling stage, we can reduce the time complexity from O(ntlog(d)) to O((n+d)t) by using indexing technique 
because all the sTreees of sForest are balanced binary tree. 
4. Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper established the theoretical foundation of ARSkNN which is a novel approach of k-NN classifiers. The 
key drawback of traditional k-NN is that it needs to keep all the instances of dataset into memory and due to this 
drawback; one cannot use traditional k-NN classifier on big data. But in ARSkNN, there is no need to keep all the 
instances of dataset in memory because in the preprocessing stage, it is developing a sForest from sample instances 
of the dataset.  
The simulation and testing of the algorithm on different datasets is considered for future work and research.  
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